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Abstract

Party-military relations in North Korea are complex with overlapping party control mechanisms over Korean People’s Army (KPA) unit commanders. The Korean Workers’ Party (KWP) chain of control parallels the KPA chain of command. The KWP employs five political organizations and a security agency dedicated to the KPA to execute its political control over the military: the KWP Central Military Committee, the KPA Party Committee, the General Political Bureau, the KWP Propaganda and Agitation Department, the KWP Organization and Guidance Department, and the KPA Military Security Command. Every KPA commander at every level down to battalion and frontline companies has a political officer, a propaganda officer and a security officer sitting shoulder-to-shoulder with him to monitor his activities and consistency in implementing party policy and adherence to supreme leader directives. In addition, every unit maintains a KWP party committee in each unit that oversees all activities of the unit.
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Introduction

The current security situation on the Korean Peninsula holds both continuity in terms of antithetical systems in the South and North and change in terms of kinetic capabilities and alliance structuring on both sides of the Demilitarized Zone’s Military Demarcation Line. The fear among those that work on peninsula security issues is that someday a crisis, whether due to provocations, escalated hostilities, or regime
collapse, will bring about massive casualties and property destruction to both Koreas.

Power and influence in North Korea, whether political or kinetic, is not dominated exclusively by one institution or another. Indeed, because the North Korean military is so powerful, the Kim Regime leadership requires strict party supervision of the military institution to diffuse any political threat emanating from the Korean People’s Army (KPA). The security services also play a major role in balancing power through the execution of their primary mission of protecting the regime. This mix of politics, military and security has a direct impact on how the Kim Regime deals with internal and external challenges alike.

North Korea’s methods for dealing with crisis are not generally clear but they are known to be heavily influenced by the Korean Workers’ Party (KWP) oversight of all agencies due to its ubiquitous presence throughout the North Korean political-military structure. Discerning who and what agencies influence North Korean crisis decision-making is a challenging task for any analyst, regardless of which side of the Republic of Korea (ROK)-United States (U.S.) Alliance one serves. During crisis, analysts must look beyond the military capabilities, readiness conditions, and force posture in North Korea; they must consider the heavy influence of the party on military decisions in order to provide assessment that aids in de-escalating such situation.

Party-military relations in North Korea are very complicated in structure and function but they are clearly designed to enforce party control over the military at every echelon within the KPA. Stated another way, the Kim Regime emphasizes the concept of control over the concept of command to maintain its supremacy over the military. This is consistent with the KWP approach to controlling all other agencies in North Korea’s political-economic structure as well as every aspect of North Korean society. Of course, effectiveness of control is impacted by corruption, cronyism, lack of resources and internal competition but the structures and functions of control remain effective operationally and results-oriented in execution. This is distinctly demonstrated by Kim Jong-un’s recurrent replacement of senior leaders, particularly in the military.

The chart below is illustrative of the Kim Regime’s political control of the North Korean military.
Article 46 of the KWP charter states that the KPA is the revolutionary force created by supreme leader, Kim Il-sung, in the spirit of the anti-Japanese revolutionary struggle and that the KPA carries out all political activities under the leadership of the party. Article 48 of the KWP charter stipulates that the KPA will instill the Juche ideology throughout the military and carry out all tasks relevant to that end, to include protecting the party and the supreme leader to the death. In this manner, all soldiers must become human explosives that protect the motherland and the people to their last breath. Kim Jong-il made party supremacy over the military quite clear when he instructed
the party is the staff of the Korean revolution and the right vehicle for our people’s road to victory. All society and political organizations must follow the leadership of the party and the military cannot operative outside this concept. The Korean People’s Army must follow the party and the supreme leader.3

The KWP chain of control parallels the KPA chain of command. The KWP employs five political organizations and a security agency dedicated to the KPA to execute its political control over the military: the KWP Central Military Committee (CMC), the KPA Party Committee, the General Political Bureau (GPB), the KWP Propaganda and Agitation Department (PAD), the KWP Organization and Guidance Department (OGD), and the KPA Military Security Command (MSC). An overall analysis of party-military relations reveals that the KWP has six methods of controlling the KPA.

- The KWP CMC provides overall leadership on military policy.
- A KWP committee exists at every level of the military. The KPA Party Committee reports directly to the KWP Central Committee.
- The GPB controls commanders and unit members through deployment of political officers at every level down to battalion, as well as down to company level for units along the Demilitarized Zone. The GPB director serves as the Secretary of KPA Party Committee.
- The KWP OGD controls all personnel matters for KPA elite, reviews all military policy for compliance with supreme leader guidance, receives and reviews all reports from the KPA Party Committee, and oversees surveillance of KPA leaders and their families.
- Propaganda officers from the GPB, all trained by the KWP PAD, provide political propaganda training for all KPA personnel at every level. These officers take their instructional material from the KWP PAD and indoctrinate military personnel based on those materials.
- The KPA MSC is responsible for anti-coup and counterintelligence within the KPA but focuses on regime leadership security through assessing KPA leadership loyalty to
the supreme leader. Its reporting is channeled through the KWP OGD.

It is not in the party charter, but based on the party structure, party authority goes from the First Secretary to a party secretary to a director to a first vice-director to a vice director to a section chief to a deputy section chief to a responsible secretary to a guidance officer to a party worker, and reporting goes in the opposite direction.4

**Role of the KWP Central Military Committee**

The authority and influence of the KWP CMC has constantly varied over the decades depending on the personal ruling style of each of the Kim Regime leaders. At the 5th Session of the 4th KWP Central Committee (CC) meeting in December 1962, the KWP CC ratified sweeping military policy by approving the four military lines of arming the entire populace, turning the entire country into a fortress, converting the entire army into cadre, and modernizing the entire army. The KWP CC also established the KWP Military Committee to carry out those four lines. The Military Committee was re-designated by the KWP CC as the Central Military Committee in November 1982.5

CMC members include CMC Chairman Kim Jong-un (KWP First Secretary) and CMC Vice-Chairman General Hwang Byong-so (GPB Director). Members include Vice Marshal Kim Yong-chun (former Minister of People’s Armed Forces and current Director of the KWP Military Department), General Kim Kyong-ok (first Vice-Director in KWP OGD in charge of regional parties), General Kim Won-hong (Minister of State Security, formerly the State Security Department), General Ri Pyong-chol (KWP OGD First Vice-Director for Military Affairs), Major General Choe Bu-il (Minister of People’s Security), General Kim Yong-chol (Director of the KPA Reconnaissance General Bureau), Colonel General Yun Jong-rin (Commander, Guards Command), Chu Kyu-chang (Director, KWP Machine Industries Department), Colonel General Choe Kyong-song (Commander, KPA 11th Corps), Vice Marshal Hyon Chol-hae (Director, Ministry of People’s Armed Forces [MPAF] Rear Services Bureau), Lieutenant General Kim Rak-gyom (Commander, Strategic Rocket Forces), General Ri Yong-gil (KPA Chief of General Staff), and Colonel General Chang Jong-nam (Commander, KPA 5th Corps). Former CMC members Jang Song-taek was executed and General Kim Kyok-sik was recently deceased. Vice-
Marshal Choe Ryong-hae (KWP Secretary for Social Organizations) was formerly the CMC Vice-Chairman, but his current status on the CMC is not clear.

Kim Jong-il significantly marginalized the CMC and the Politburo and emphasized the National Defense Commission (NDC). However, in terms of its authority and influence, Kim Jong-il significantly upgraded the CMC at the Third Party Delegates Conference on September 28, 2010, through changes to the KWP charter and reorganization of CMC structure. This was done presumably in preparation for Kim Jong-un’s succession. At this conference, Kim Jong-il emphasized the authority of the KWP General Secretary position, the authority of the KWP over the rest of the North Korean ruling structure, and the authority of the CMC and the GPB. Under the rule of Kim Jong-il, the CMC was more a non-standing committee for cooperation; however, through the changes at the Third Delegates Conference and the KWP Charter, the CMC role changed to one of a standing military policy decision organization between party congresses, as well as becoming an organization that guided all military affairs.  

Role of the KPA Party Committee

Article 47 of the KWP charter states that a party organization is integrated into every level of the KPA. The KPA Party Committee was officially established in 1958, although the need for stronger party representation was officially identified in October 1950. In 1961, at the KWP’s 4th Party Congress, the party charter clearly stipulated that party organizations within the KPA would operate according to party regulation. The KPA Party Committee operates under the direct supervision of the KWP Central Committee and a party committee is established at the KPA battalion-level and above, with party cells being established at the company and platoon levels. These committees and cells are responsible for political education of unit soldiers and ensuring the KWP’s political and military policies are carried out and monitors the efforts to do so.  

While the KWP OGD handles all personnel affairs, including promotions and assignments of all senior colonels and above, the KPA Party Committee Secretariat handles those issues for colonels and lieutenant colonels. This secretariat is made up of the Chief of the KPA General Staff, the Minister of People’s Armed Forces, the KPA Operations Officer, and the KPA Cadre Bureau chief. The KPA Party
Committee secretary is the Director of the GPB. The Commander of the KPA MSC participates when appropriate. Each corps party committee secretariat handles promotions for major and below.  

Kim Jong-il instructed the mission of every party committee organization department to be as follows: first, they must struggle against misapplications and misinterpretations of the monolithic ideology system and the monolithic guidance system; second, they must grasp all tasks of the party committee and each element, each interest must focus on grasping party policy direction; third, they must establish, in an orderly fashion, a party life guidance system and focus on party life guidance of cadre and party members; fourth, through collaboration with the KWP PAD, they must prepare evaluation report on cadre party life; fifth, they must concentrate on an effective reporting system to the party center (in other words, the supreme leader); sixth, the OGD and PAD and their lower echelon equivalents must conduct collaborative operations and basic elements and economic elements must cooperate; seventh, every document, from implementation committee and secretariat meeting that are sent to lower echelons should have prior review, guidance team visits, meetings and lectures. These steps all apply to the KPA.

The KPA Party Committee channels its reports to the KWP OGD whose mission is to ensure all organizations, personnel and policies pay strict adherence to the regime’s monolithic guidance system and the monolithic ideology system. Both systems exist to ensure loyalty to the “suryong,” or supreme leader, and are the guiding dictatorial principles of the Kim Family Regime.

The KPA Party Committee is structured as follows: The KPA Party Committee is headed by a “responsible secretary” who is also the KPA Party Committee Politburo Chief. He oversees the work of the Organizational Secretary, the Propaganda Secretary, and the Workers’ Organization Secretary. The Organizational Secretary leads the Organization Department, which is manned by the Party Member Registration Section Chief with two subordinate guidance officers; Internal Affairs Section Chief with one subordinate guidance officer; a Lower Unit Affairs Section Chief with one subordinate guidance officer; an Information Officer and a Reports Officer. The Organization Department Chief also supervises a Cadre Department Chief who oversees a Deputy Department Chief, an Organization Department Cadre Chief with three subordinate guidance officers, a Cadre Registration Section Chief with two subordinate guidance officers, and a Training
Guidance Officer. The Organization Department Chief is also the Inspection Committee Chair. The Propaganda Secretary is concurrently the Propaganda Department Chief and supervises a Lower Unit Deputy Section Chief with five to seven subordinate guidance officers, a Research Room Chief with one subordinate guidance officer, and a Deputy Lecture Section Chief with one subordinate analyst. The Workers’ Organization Secretary oversees the chiefs of departments under his supervision: the Education Department, the Administration Department, the Red Guard Department, the General Affairs Department, the Industry Department, the Agriculture Department and the Finance Department, as well as one guidance officer in each of those departments.9

Role of the General Political Bureau

The KPA Party Committee’s implementation element is the GPB. The GPB is the party’s most effective control mechanism over the KPA and is the KPA’s highest political policy-making body through its service as the KPA Party Committee’s Implementation Department.10 The GPB Director is responsible for transmitting party directives and policy guidelines to the KPA, as well as monitoring and controlling the KPA politically. This does not mean the military does not have political influence. To the contrary, it is because of this influence that the GPB is needed.11

Beginning in 1977, supervision of the GPB fell under the KWP OGD.12 Article 49 of the party charter states the GPB is supervised by the KWP Central Committee; however, the OGD serves as the staff of the Central Committee and performs all of its administrative functions, including supervision of the GPB through the OGD Military Directorate. The OGD Military Directorate first vice-director is technically the overseer of the GPB and plays a counter-balance role to the GPB Director. However, Vice Marshal Hwang Byong-so, Director of the GPB, works hand-in-hand with General Ri Pyong-chol, OGD 1st Vice-Director of the OGD Military Directorate, on supervising GPB tasks.

The GPB:

- Arms the entire military with the Juche Ideology.
- Establishes the monolithic ideology system within the military.
- Organizes and guides party life activities for military cadre and party members.
- Carries out education on party ideology.
- In the military carries out organization and ideology education for party and Socialist Labor Youth League members.
- Manages all activities on the red flag competition of the three revolutionary teams.
- Promotes military morale.
- Manages all military officer recruitment, assignment, transfer, promotion, and discharge issues.
- All the above periodically reported to KWP Central Committee.\(^{13}\)

The GPB is organized as follows:\(^{14}\)

The Organizational Planning Department plans and implements all organizational tasks for the GPB.
• The Party Organization Department oversees the expansion, guidance, and inspection of all organizational tasks.
• The Youth League Guidance Department organizes, guides and supervises all Youth League tasks within the military.
• The Propaganda and Education Department organizes and guides political ideology and propaganda tasks throughout the military.
• The Cultural Liaison Department is in charge of tactical psychological operations within the military.
• The Cadre Department is in charge of all personnel matters regarding political officers within the military.
• The Information Affairs Department organizes and implements public information tasks within the military.
• The Accounting Department mission is to collect, store and prepare all accounting materials within the military that are related to political tasks.
• The KPA Publishing Company oversees the publishing and printing of all print materials within the military including the military information paper, *Korean People’s Army*.
• The April 25th Art Movie Studio produces movies related to the military and delivers them to each military component and their lower echelon units.
• The April 25th Athletic Group organizes and trains a professional athletic team that performs at every major function in North Korea.
• The KPA Symphony is an entertainment troupe that performs morale performances for the military.
• The Inspection Department inspects all party matters within the military.
• The Enemy Suppression Department is generally referred to as the 563rd Unit. Its mission is to recruit or kidnap South Korean soldiers or get them to defect. During peacetime, the unit also conducts propaganda broadcasts and distributes propaganda leaflets. During wartime, it vets the population of occupied territory for “reactionary elements” and gauges the population’s capacity for support to North Korea.15

The GPB assigns a political section at every level from the KPA General Staff Department and MPAF down to regiment and political officers down to battalion and frontline companies. GPB political
officers (aka political commissars) staff these political sections. This is mandated by Article 50 of the KWP charter. KPA commanders have no authority over personnel assignments, including staff positions at any level. This responsibility lies with the GPB political officer at each level; however, that does not mean the commander’s opinion is disregarded. The commander provides recommendations only on these matters. The GPB political officer must sign off on all orders to be valid. The commander cannot forward training plans to higher headquarters without the political officer’s signature as it would not be accepted by higher headquarters without that signature. Thirdly, both the political commissar and the security officer each prepare and forward a weekly assessment of the commander and his professional and political performance for that period.

At each unit level, the GPB political officer is also the unit party committee secretary or vice-secretary. A GPB officer is always the organization secretary who reports all matters straight to the GPB section of the OGD. Every military unit includes a political commander (GPB) in addition to the unit commander. As the unit political commander, the GPB officer reports to the senior unit’s political commander through a reporting system that is unique, duplicative of the command reporting system, and totally subordinate to the unit above. The purpose is to prevent political challenges from the military and to maintain the absolute authority of the KWP. The GPB staffs a political section with GPB political officers at regiment and above and political guidance officers at battalion and below. It is the responsibility of the GPB political officer to politically control the unit commander’s activities and to report those activities to the KWP CC through the KWP OGD. From 1969 on, the political officer was required to sign off on training plans and orders along with the unit commander, thus increasing the power and influence of the GPB political officer within the KPA ranks. This creates an unavoidable friction between the political officer and the unit commander.

The unit political officer may be symbolically lower than the unit commanders, but his level of responsibility is the same. Within the unit, if there is a small problem with the party’s monolithic ideology system, the political officer must struggle through disagreement. If a commander gives a questionable order, the GPB has the authority to judge that order. Kim Jong-il instructed that political officers are the party’s representatives in their assigned units. The military commander
commands military issues, while the political officer is responsible for political and party issues in the unit.\textsuperscript{22}

The GPB’s control of the military includes political ideology control, surveillance of the daily lives of the senior military leaders, control of KPA personnel matters, and control of military administration. Political ideology control is the core function of controlling the character of the KPA. In this vein, the GPB instructs all soldiers on the supreme leader’s monolithic ideology system. Surveillance of the unit elite and authority over all personnel matters are the primary tools of the GPB political officers in their efforts to control unit personnel. However, the GPB’s control lays less in ideology and personnel issues than it does in party lines and policy guidance, which are core values in party-military relations. The GPB’s instructions on this matter are established by the KWP Central Committee and channeled through the OGD.\textsuperscript{23}

**Role of the KWP Organization and Guidance Department**

The KWP OGD is the most powerful political organization in North Korea during the Kim Jong-il era, rivaling the KWP Political Committee (predecessor to the KWP Politburo) and personal secretariat of party General Secretary, Kim Il-sung, during his rule. As developed by Kim Jong-il while he was the KWP Secretary for Organization and OGD Director (two different party positions), the OGD attained a level of influence that remains today under Kim Jong-un. Generally, the OGD carries out the leadership and control of the entire North Korean society. Specifically, the OGD’s purpose is to control the KWP writ large and all of its members to ensure KWP committees at all levels control every agency within the North Korean political-administrative system, including the KPA and North Korea’s military-industrial complex. Even during the rise of military-first politics, the OGD retained its power. In essence, the OGD is the right hand of the Party First Secretary. It is not an exaggeration to say that through the OGD, the Party General Secretary is able to control all of North Korea.\textsuperscript{24}

The mission of the OGD is to establish the supreme leader’s monolithic guidance system throughout the entire party and the entire society and to control the party life of all cadre, party members and North Korean citizens. Of note, the OGD manages all party cadre as well as the party rank and file. The OGD oversees the party membership selection, appointments and dismissals of party politburo members and candidate members, party central committee members, candidate
members, and semi-candidate members as well as state agency and
government administration cadre, central party and regional party
cadre.25

Prior to September 1973, KWP policy decisions were made in the
KWP Political Committee under Kim Il-sung’s direction. But when Kim
Jong-il, then the Director for both the OGD and the Propaganda and
Agitation Department, was secretly designated Kim Il-sung’s successor
at the 8th Session of the 5th Central Committee Meeting in February 1974,
Kim Jong-il began transferring policy-decision power to the KWP
Secretariat generally and policy review to the OGD specifically.26 After
the mid-1980’s, each element of the KWP Secretariat shaped party and
state policy and individual responsible secretaries would present policy
recommendations through the OGD to Kim Jong-il for approval. The
review by the OGD was for compliance with supreme leader directives,
not technical content. This policy-making move from the KWP Political
Committee to the KWP Secretariat and its channeling through the KWP
OGD enabled the Kim Jong-il to control specific functions by societal
area through specific departments of the KWP Secretariat and gave great
power to the OGD.27

The OGD dominates five areas of influence within the Kim
Regime’s political system:

- Exclusive authority to select and assign personnel to positions of
department director and above—this includes every KPA general
and frontline regimental commander28
- Authority to oversee party guidance, which allows the OGD to
interfere in any administrative (or military) matter29
- Oversight of all surveillance powers which allows it to monitor
even the most senior level official, including the most senior
military officers30
- Authority to ratify all policies for presentation to the supreme
leader31
- Authority to supervise the protection of the Kim Family.32

Kim Il-sung appointed his son Kim Jong-il as the KWP Secretary for
Organization in 1973. From this position, Kim Jong-il specifically began
shaping policy and personnel actions through the OGD for the purpose of
gaining control of decision-making and securing his succession as the
KWP General Secretary and as North Korea’s “suryong,” or supreme
leader, under which all party doctrine is focused. Up to this point, the KWP Cadre Department was responsible for all party personnel actions. After Kim Jong-il became the OGD Director, the OGD Cadre Section handled all leadership positions.

After becoming the designated successor, Kim Jong-il completely overhauled the following key tasks of the OGD:

- **Party organization system** – reshaped the party’s roles and functions.
- **Party task system** – reshaped how these tasks were assigned, performed and evaluated.
- **Party life guidance system** – reshaped how each party member was evaluated and by what criteria.
- **Cadre task system** – reshaped how each party, government and military cadre was to perform tasks and how it was evaluated.
- **Guidance inspection system** – reshaped inspection criteria to be in line with the “Ten Great Principles of Monolithic Leadership.”
- **Propaganda and agitation task system** – reshaped how the party indoctrinated every North Korean from grade school to retirement age.33

The OGD has an estimated 1,000 to 1,300 personnel. The OGD has one director, four first vice-directors and 10 vice-directors.34 After Kim Jong-il was officially appointed the Party Secretary for Organization and simultaneously the Director of the OGD, no other person has ever been officially designated to either of those two positions.35 Based on the testimony of former KWP CC member, Shin Kyong-wan, OGD vice-directors and above were chosen from among Kim Jong-il’s friends and as ever, they are comprised of those from the highest socio-politically-rated families, loyalty, and ability.36 That selection system has continued under Kim Jong-un.

KWP OGD first vice-directors serve at the top of North Korea’s political chain. Historically, there have been four OGD first vice-directors: party headquarters, regional parties, military and administration. The positions of the OGD first vice-directors are the most influential positions in North Korea below the supreme leader. Although technically outranked by party secretaries in the KWP Secretariat and Central Committee, these officials bow personally to those four OGD
first vice-directors due to their unprecedented access to, and ability to influence, the supreme leader. They are assisted by ten vice-directors and 30 section chiefs. OGD vice directors, after properly researching ways to correct military party responsible secretaries’ and organizational secretaries’ mistakes, reach down to the lower levels to ensure the implementation of corrective measures. This process gives the OGD complete control over KPA party committee responsible secretaries and organization secretaries.

The OGD has four main directorates: party headquarters, regional parties, military and administration.

The Party Headquarters Committee (PHQC) leads organizational life in all party organizations under the KWP Central Committee, such as the Propaganda and Agitation Department, the International Department, the Machine Industry Department, and the Cadre Department and down to party cells in all of these departments. Under the PHQC, first vice-director (who also serves as the PHQC responsible secretary) are three vice-directors:

- Vice-Director (who also serves as the headquarters organizational secretary) for the Party Life Guidance Section, the Inspection Section, the Petitions Section, and Office 10 (issues related to the Kim Family).
- Vice-Director for the Cadre Section, Party Personnel Registration Section, the Reporting Section, the General Affairs Section, and the Finance Section. This position is also known as the Internal Vice-Director.
- Vice-Director for the Propaganda and Agitation Section. This person also serves as the PHQC Propaganda Secretary.

The Regional Parties Directorate directly manages the party organizational life of the government cabinet’s party committee and each ministry’s party committee. There are three vice-directors under the Regional Parties first vice-director:

- Vice-Director for Supreme People’s Assembly Standing Committee (Presidium).
- Vice-Director for provincial, city, and county party committees.
Vice-Director for party committees of local factories and enterprises.41

The OGD directly manages the party committees of the cabinet and its subordinate agencies step-by-step. These cabinet and below party committees improve their work through party inspections. Party secretaries are responsible for committee operations, organization, party life guidance, cadre investigations, and reporting.42 Higher-level organizational secretaries must visit lower-level organizations and participate in their meetings. Organization divisions of local party committees and elements must do the same tasks as the OGD.43

Through the GPB, the OGD Military Directorate44 controls and supervises the organizational life of party elements of the KPA General Staff Department, Ministry of People’s Armed Forces, Military Security Command, and the General Logistics Mobilization Bureau. One of the ROK’s senior think tanks, the Korea Institute for National Unification (KINU), assesses that under the OGD Military Directorate first vice-director, there are five vice-directors:

- Vice-director for the GPB which is the implementation element of the KPA party committee of the KPA General Staff and MPAF;
- Vice-director for the Political Section of the Military Security Command
- Vice-director for the Political Section of the Military Logistics Mobilization General Bureau
- Vice-director for KPA special operations forces
- Vice-director for reserve forces of the Workers Peasants Red Guard and Training Mobilization Units.45

The OGD does not provide or exercise expertise within any professional-technical area such as the military, science, education (except for political), or economics. The OGD’s power over the KPA lies not in knowledge of operational strategy or military expertise, but in controlling the personal and party life of every officer within the KPA.46 Each officer is held to a political standard evaluated by the OGD which, through the GPB, controls the selection, promotion, demotion, assignment, training, family housing, children schooling, food security, and privileges of each KPA general and frontline regimental commander,
no exception. Every KPA officer must become a KWP member immediately after commissioning; otherwise they cannot continue to be an officer. Some non-commissioned officers are KWP members as well.

The OGD Administration Directorate (AD) was actually transferred out of the OGD in 2007 and placed directly under the KWP Central Committee. After returning from his second “revolutionization” experience in that same year, Chang Song-taek was rewarded by his brother-in-law, Kim Jong-il, with an appointment as Director of the very influential AD and its separation out of the OGD. The AD was responsible for political supervision of the Ministry of State Security, the Ministry of Public Security, and all elements of the North Korea court system including judges, prosecutors and lawyers. The AD’s separation from the KWP OGD created natural barriers between the two organizations.

After Chang was executed, the AD purging process expanded immediately after the ceremonies observing the 2nd anniversary of Kim Jong-il’s death. “Purification teams” were established to clean up the remnants of Chang’s impact on the party and the government. This effort was led by the OGD. All of the KWP AD senior personnel were replaced by cadre from other party organizations, primarily from the OGD. Prior to Chang’s execution, the AD had three vice-directors: one for the Ministry of State Security, one for the Ministry of Public Security, and one for the court system.

Recognized by KWP defectors as the “party within the party,” the OGD specifically controls all party, military, government, social organization, and economic enterprise leaders through consistent professional evaluation of each leader’s political performance and OGD-directed surveillance by North Korea’s internal security agencies. The OGD controls the party life of each and every party member, particularly leaders in every field including the military, and that party life focuses on daily demonstration of loyalty to the supreme leader, not technical or professional expertise. It evaluates the party life of each KWP member and his/her demonstrated loyalty to the supreme leader on a consistent basis, particularly as to whether each leader complies with party policy and supreme leader directives. Loyalty to the supreme leader is the coin of the realm when it comes to success within the Kim Regime and this is core to evaluations. Policy recommendations from each agency, including the military, are screened in this manner.
In Kim Jong-il’s writings, because the Party Life Guidance Section is the most important section in the OGD due to its being responsible for cabinet and central government agency party life guidance sections and local party organizations, the party life guidance sections are allocated whatever personnel they need. In the military, the GPB political commissars at every level of the KPA perform this function.

The OGD Party Life Guidance Section is divided into numerous sub-sections, each monitoring the party life of leaders in a specific area of the political-administrative structure. The OGD’s Party Life Guidance Section duly records this information on every section leader within the party, KPA general and frontline regimental commander through reports from the GPB, and the equivalent within the government, economic and social organization structures.\(^{54}\)

Other sub-sections of the OGD’s Party Life Guidance Section focus on different organizational leaders. Sub-section 13 of the OGD Party Life Guidance Section is responsible for assessing military leaders’ adherence to party guidance. It politically guides and controls KPA Party Committee tasks and GPB tasks. Sub-section 13 ensures the military follows supreme leader ideology and leadership and that the military follows the party lead. Sub-section 13 conducts inspections to this effect. The KPA Party Committee and the GPB must coordinate with Sub-section 13 prior to political task execution. An OGD vice-director leads sub-section 13. Sub-section 13 and the GPB maintain an office in the MPAF building for preparing KPA Party Committee meetings and Sub-section 13 participates in all important political meetings of the KPA Party Committee.\(^ {55}\)

Furthermore, Sub-section 13 of the OGD Party Life Guidance Section leads a 15-day indoctrination session every year for all KPA generals, independent regimental commanders and their political officers, brigade commanders and their political officers, as well as division commanders and their political officers and above. This indoctrination session frequently leads to the purging of those senior leaders found wanting.\(^ {56}\)

The criteria for the OGD Party Life Guidance Section’s assessment of each individual are beyond professional-technical expertise. There are specific political functions and participation by which this loyalty is measured. Daily self-critique sessions, party doctrine study sessions, and KWP committee meeting attendance. Collectively, these functions are designated “party life.” However, foremost among the issues of personal
evaluation is leader loyalty to the supreme leader based on the “Ten Great Principles of Monolithic Leadership.” These ten principles are the dominant dogma of the party by which every single North Korean is evaluated. Focus is on loyalty to the supreme leader at the sacrifice of the self. Societal leaders of all areas are judged in their strict observance of these principles. Kim Jong-il officially announced these principles in 1974. They are:

- We must give our all in the struggle to unify the entire society with the revolutionary ideology of the Great Leader Kim Il-sung.
- We must honor the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung with all our loyalty.
- We must make absolute the authority of the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung.
- We must make the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung revolutionary ideology our faith and make his instructions our creed.
- We must adhere strictly to the principle of unconditional obedience in carrying out the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung's instructions.
- We must strengthen the entire party’s ideology and willpower and revolutionary unity, centering on the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung.
- We must learn from the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung and adopt the communist look, revolutionary work methods and people-oriented work style.
- We must value the political life we were given by the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung, and loyally repay his great political trust and thoughtfulness with heightened political awareness and skill.
- We must establish strong organizational regulations so that the entire party, nation and military move as one under the one and only leadership of the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung.
- We must pass down the great achievement of the revolution by the Great Leader comrade Kim Il-sung from generation to generation, inheriting and completing it to the end.57

Each individual is judged by his or her compliance with the “ten principles.” These, and the words of Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il,58 are
the law of the Kim Regime and therefore the land—not the constitution, not even the KWP charter. These “ten principles” dominate the lives of every North Korean, regardless of rank or position. The principles are intended by the regime to secure loyalty to the leader and adherence to these principles serves as the basis for evaluation reports for all North Korean supervisors.

To support compliance with supreme leader directives and the validity of individual loyalty, the OGD employs its Inspection Section and the internal security services to monitor relevant activities of every leader it is responsible for assessing. The OGD has the authority to inspect the KPA and this inspection is the most feared of all inspections.

The process just described is probably the least understood and least appreciated aspect of KPA leadership outside of North Korea. However, it is the reality of every leader, regardless of agency, as testified to by every North Korean defector who was a KPA officer or KWP member.

The 4th Sub-section of the OGD’s Cadre Section holds final authority over all military personnel matters regarding commanders and political officers of regiment and above, as well as all military attaches overseas. The OGD must ratify all one-star and above personnel decisions. This decision is then forwarded to the KPA supreme commander to issue the appropriate orders.

This is a breakdown of the personnel appointment structure in the OGD Cadre Section:

- Sub-sections 1 and 2 for central cadres
- Sub-section 3 for provincial cadres
- Sub-section 4 for military appointments
- Sub-section 5 for Guards Command (protection of Kim family)
- Sub-section 6 for Ministry of State Security
- Sub-section 7 for Ministry of People’s Security
- Sub-section 8 for the judiciary
- Sub-section 9 for government
- Sub-section 11 for inter-Korean related personnel

In this way, every single appointment that matters is routed through the OGD.

The OGD serves as the staff for the KWP Central Military Committee as well as the KWP Politburo the KWP Inspection
Committee, and the KWP Central Committee--the who’s who of North Korea. It maintains political control over the internal security agencies and inspects all organizations on their dedication to the supreme leader, which is the foremost task of regime security. No agency outside of the supreme leader can call the OGD to task. Those agencies that demonstrate poor performance on regime security are quickly punished due to OGD recommendations. Chang Song-taek’s execution and the subsequent gutting of the KWP Administration Department reinforced this standard, but not the precedence for this type of ruthless effectiveness.

**Figure 3: Organizational Chart for the KWP Organization and Guidance Department**

At every party committee level from the national level to the county party committee, including the military, the Organization Division (OD) of the local committee has enormous power, which has side effects. At every level of party committee, OD cadre (GPB political officers in the
military) abuse their power or do not coordinate with the local propaganda and agitation secretary on new guidance from the party. Sometimes the OD cadre tells the propaganda and agitation cadre what their work is and how to do it. In particular, a party committee OD guidance officer places the OD's interests first due to their enormous power within their jurisdiction. They do whatever they want regardless of how other sections do their work.65

**Role of the Military Security Command**

The MSC is the primary security agency within the North Korean military-industrial complex. It assigns MSC officers at every level of KPA and the Ministry of People’s Armed Forces, as well as supporting military industries. The MSC carries out the mission of surveillance and personal movement control of the entire military for the purpose of actualizing the monolithic guidance system of the supreme leader. Throughout the history of the MSC, it has gained in trust and decisiveness in protecting Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il. After the MSC rooted out the anti-regime groups of the Frundze Academy and the 6th Corps in the 1990s, Kim Jong-il’s trust in the MSC soared. In December 1995, the MSC was expanded and reorganized. Accordingly, the MSC was elevated to the same level of national security as the then State Security Department (now Ministry of State Security), and the Ministry of People’s Security. The MSC is a centralized and stove-piped command and is deployed at every level in the KPA. The offices of the MSC are in Pyongyang.

The MSC is organized in the military separately and the MSC Commander takes his orders directly from the supreme leader. This mission is as follows:

- Detects and arrests anti-Party, anti-revolution and anti-state elements.
- Actively and independently carry out anti-espionage missions.
- Responsible for security of the supreme leader when he visits military units.
- Conducts resident registration in the military. Resident registration is originally a mission conducted by the national police, the Ministry of People’s Security (MPS). All North Korean residents are registered and relevant information includes date of birth, marriage status, family background, residence.
movement, and employment. Information collection is coordinated with the MPS.

- Responsible for guarding the border and coastline. (This mission was formally carried out by the Ministry of State Security’s Guard Bureau but subsequently transferred to the MSC. That mission is now the responsibility of the Border Guard Headquarters.
- Detects and deals with ordinary crime.

The MSC’s basic missions are carried out by 13 different sections. Missions are carried out in the name of the MSC Commander but at the same time the GPB Director controls him. The party life of MSC personnel is controlled by MSC political section.66

**Figure 4: Organizational structure of Military Security Command**67

Kim Jong-un and Political Control of the North Korean Military

Kim Jong-un attended Kim Il-sung Military Academy after returning from Switzerland, where he attended middle school and high school. After completing the three-year course, he stayed on to attend graduate school for two years where his study thesis concerned engineering.
Upon graduation, Kim Jong-un was assigned to the GPB section of the OGD military division. He served as the GPB party Committee Secretary in the MPAF Headquarters building. He also served in the GPB Reports Section, where he handled the personnel documents of all senior KPA personnel, one-star and above, including their personnel evaluation reports. He also handled party guidance matters for senior KPA personnel who were responsible for carrying out “military-first politics.” Kim Jong-un handled these documents for Kim Jong-il’s final decisions on personnel issues. Though serving in the GPB, Kim Jong-un did not wear a uniform. Kim Jong-chol, Kim Jong-il’s second son, served in the KWP OGD as the Chief, Party Life Guidance Section. He was therefore formally treated at the Central Committee vice-director level.

According to the ROK Ministry of Unification, Kim Jong-un, who was born on January 8 of 1982, 1983, or 1984, was designated a KPA General, the KWP CMC Vice Chairman, and a member of the KWP Central Committee in September 2010 at the Third KWP Delegates Conference. On December 30, 2011, he was elected the Supreme Commander of the KPA by the KWP Politburo shortly after his father’s death on December 17. While reporting on the Fourth KWP Delegates Conference in April 2012, North Korea’s primary external broadcast media, the Korea Central News Agency, reported that on April 11, 2012, Kim Jong-un had become “the supreme leader the KWP and People of the DPRK.” At this conference, Kim was also elected the KWP First Secretary, a member of the KWP Politburo Standing Committee, and Chairman of the KWP CMC. At the Supreme People’s Assembly session on April 13, 2012, Kim Jong-un was elected the Chairman of the National Defense Commission. Election to these positions gives Kim Jong-un supervisory authority over all elements of KWP control over the KPA. The KWP OGD, GPB and the MSC all report directly to Kim. The KPA Party Committee and the KWP PAD report through the KWP OGD. Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il created the above positions and their overlapping authorities in order to have absolute political control of the military. As a result, KPA commanders do not hold the type of command authority within their units that western militaries, as well as the ROK military, enjoy as singular authority. In some respects, one could assess that KPA commanders are basically glorified operations officers. Each commander is flanked in his authority by the assignment of a GPB political officer and an MSC security officer to his staff.
Independent from the unit commander, each of these two officers reports on unit matters through their own stove-piped chain of command through the KWP OGD to the supreme leader. This leaves very little, if any, flexibility for the unit commander. The issue is that on the battlefield, the KPA commander will lack the initiative to adjust to battlefield conditions due to inflexibility based on orders that are subject to political approval, not subject to situational assessments (see chart below).71

**Figure 5: KPA Control and Command Chart**

North Korea’s crisis reporting procedures for all elements of North Korean military structure are funneled through command echelons (KPA commanders), the KWP (the General Political Bureau), and the Military Security Command. All of these reports go through the KWP OGD, where the first vice-director of the military directorate Ri Pyong-chol takes reports and forms spot reports for Kim Jong-un. During times of crisis and shortened decision time frames, this reporting procedure likely obscures reality for an already inexperienced national leader in Pyongyang due to variances in situation descriptions and advice during decision-making. The point is that in any provocation scenario that quickly escalates in a North Korean provocation, the North Korean
leadership will not base decisions on military expertise, but on domestic political considerations. This unique aspect of North Korean decision-making will likely lead to miscalculation by North Korea because of this single point of failure.

**Conclusion**

The most seriously misunderstood issue concerning the Korean People’s Army is party-military relations. Misunderstanding of this issue impairs perspective of military-first policy, a term not used by the North Koreans. The term does not mean the military enjoys a position above the Korean Workers’ Party. Since the Korean War, the Kim Regime has built in a political control system that is integrated into every level of the KPA from battalion and above, including frontline companies along the DMZ. This is rarely taken into account during intelligence analysis by any level or type of agency in the ROK-U.S. Alliance when discussing peninsular crisis or North Korean decision-making.

Given the younger Kim’s lack of leadership experience, it is likely the KWP OGD first vice-directors are Kim’s key advisors who have every reason to preserve the Kim Family Regime the way it is. Singular power by Kim Jong-un is not likely, given the power of the party, the military and the security agencies; however, given his positions of authority, Kim may be able to offset challenges to his authority as his father did so well. The support of OGD is a method of power consolidation but the rapid succession of military senior officers demonstrates a key weakness within the Kim Jong-n regime’s consolidation process.

Due to the potential, and even likely, weaknesses in the Kim Regime’s crisis decision-making under the political control system within the North Korean military as described above, it is imperative that the ROK-U.S. Alliance establish a declaratory policy that conveys to the North Korean leadership at all levels the exact intent of the alliance when responding to North Korean provocations.
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